Welcome to CNC Crushers – A North est based construction material manufacturing group.
CNC Crushers was established in 2006 in Stilfontein. Since then, directors Carl & Cawood Crous as
well as Selwyn and Kelvan Schewitz have been committing themselves to CNC Crushers’ two primary
objectives of
providing superior supply at all times and delivery of these products with outstanding service
commitment.
This supply on demand dynamica does not only focus on the manufacturing and supply of products
such as sand and aggregated materials to the construction, civil engineering and building industry,
but also guarantees a continual, outstanding delivery service to our clients. We have a widely spread
footprint and the ability to supply to a number of small medium and large clients. CNC Crushers are
proud manufacturers of a number of products such as sand, stone, gravel as well as ready-mix
cement. Our annual production boasts delivery in the vicinity of XXX million tons; produced and
manufactured at our Stilfontein Manufacturing and production site. In the 7 years of our existence,
our clientele extended to
contractors within the governmental and municipal sectors as well as commercial and residential
builders and developers.
CNC Crushers have also extended our range of aggregated materials to a high quality precast
concrete product range, manufactured and supplied by CNC Crushers sister company Mamello,
suitable for application in the building and construction as well as in the mining industries.

Products
BUILDERS MIX 13 & 19 MM
Buildersmix is mixed mainly used for foundations.
A user friendly mix of sand and aggregate ideal for mixing with cement for concreting jobs.
Available in 25Kg, 250Kg and 500Kg pack sizes.
CRUSHER PRODUCTS
CRUSHERSAND
Crushersand can be used making different type of concrete products for example, bricks, kerbs, rooftiles
ets. It can also be used underneath paving and in ready mix concrete.
CRUSHERDUST
Used for toppings, filling and part of mix for concrete products.
CRUSHERRUN
Ideal for laying foundations and leveling uneven areas.
CRUSHERSAND
Crushersand can be used making different type of concrete products for example, bricks, kerbs, rooftiles
ets. It can also be used underneath paving and in ready mix concrete.
BUILDINGSAND
A soft sand for use in bricklaying and pointing where a smooth finish is required.
PLASTERSAND
A Washed sand for use both indoors and outdoors for plastering and rendering walls and brickworks.
RIVERSAND
River sand is perfect for any building project regardless if it is for dometic or major building projects.
15, 20, 25, 30, 35 & 40 MPA 70/30 READY MIX
Concrete can be used decoratively in stamped concrete, stained concrete and in other ways for adorning
your new home or remodel, as well as for parking lots, patios, roadways, foundations, patios and more.
25 & 40 MPA 25 KG PREMIX BAGS
For all those small concreting jobs around the home or building site that do not require bulk delivery.
G5 FILLING

TEL: 018-484 1577/78/79
FAX: 018-484 1580
E-MAIL: accounts@cccrushers.co.za
Our directors are: Carl Crous, Cawood Crous, Selwyn Schewitz and Kelvan Schewitz

